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Abstract

If you were to Google the following question, “Which tennis player spent the most time ranked number one?” You would be presented with a list of articles highlighting Novak Djokovic’s tennis career and crowning him with the title of longest time spent at the number one position in professional tennis. As of the end of February 2023, Novak Djokovic has held the number one position for 377 consecutive weeks. Interestingly enough, if you were to also Google “How many weeks was Steffi Graf ranked number one?” You would find that during Steffi Graf’s professional tennis career, she also held the number one position in professional tennis for 377 consecutive weeks—a title that Djokovic has only recently accomplished. If you were to Google, again, “Which soccer teams have won the most world cups?” You would be presented with articles only referencing men’s soccer. In fact, you would have to conduct an entirely separate Google search including the words “female” or “women” to find any articles on women’s soccer.

None of the above search questions involved any reference to male sports or athletes, yet Google first fed the searcher information directed solely to the male gender. This is a prime example of how the media remains the underlying issue for the gender disparities within professional athletics.

This Note addresses the impact that male-domination in the sports and media industries has on the financial opportunities available to female professional athletes. Specifically, this Note provides a thorough analysis of how the media continues to widen the gender pay gap in professional tennis, basketball, and soccer by promoting outdated gender norms that ultimately hinder female athletes’ ability to gain equal opportunities for media coverage, sponsorships, endorsements, and more. The lack of
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gender equity within the sports and media industries has serious consequences for female professional athletes, and there is a call for major policy changes as a result. This Note not only provides an explanation of the legal remedies available to female athletes facing discrimination, but also proposes a policy change that could help narrow the pay gap by providing female athletes with more opportunities for media coverage.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Gender inequality remains an ongoing battle within the professional sports industry. There are evident disparities between male and female professional athletes, and this sex discrimination manifests itself most predominantly in the “pay gaps between men and women,” consistent with many other industries throughout today’s society. A large gender pay gap exists amongst professional athletes, specifically in the sports of tennis, basketball, and soccer. This wage inequality is apparent in the differences in compensations and sponsorship opportunities available to
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the players. While there are a multitude of factors that have contributed and still contribute to this persistent issue, the gender pay gap within the professional sports industry primarily stems from the lack of media coverage available for female athletes and sports teams, as well as the ongoing gender norms that were established centuries ago and still continue to influence modern society. Allowing this disparity in gender pay to remain unsolved could continue to limit the opportunities for young, aspiring female athletes and ultimately discourage women from pursuing any career as a professional athlete.

This Note analyzes the gender pay gap between male and female professional athletes in tennis, basketball, and soccer. It first addresses how the media continues to promote outdated gender norms that negatively affect the opportunities available for female professional athletes. Next, it explains the governing law and legal remedies available to female athletes facing discrimination. It then discusses how the professional tennis, basketball, and soccer industries function before exploring the gender pay gap within each of those industries. Finally, this Note concludes by addressing the possible implications of an unchanged gender gap in the sports industry and proposes a policy change that uses the media’s power to provide more equal financial opportunities and treatment amongst genders in professional athletics.

I. GENDER BARRIERS WITHIN THE SPORTS AND MEDIA INDUSTRIES

A. Learning Gender Norms Through the Media

The gender norms currently influencing the gender pay gap in sports trace all the way back to 1896, when female participation in the first Olympic Games was not permitted because it was considered “inappropriate.” Three years later, in 1900, women made their first appearance in the Olympic Games; however, women were only permitted to compete in two events, while men were allowed to compete in ninety-three male-only events and two additional mixed gender events (where both men and women were able to compete in that single event), making up a total of ninety-five events available to men. One century later, in 2000, men were able to compete in 180 male-only events—sixty more than were available to women. Finally, almost two decades later, at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, men could still compete in 161 male-only
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events (and 145 mixed events), while women were limited to participation in the 145 women and mixed events.\(^6\)

Again, while a small improvement has occurred over hundreds of years, sufficient evidence exists to conclude that gender norms, which established that women are not “‘cut out to sustain certain shocks,’” have drastically influenced society’s preferences when watching sports and cheering for sports teams, favoring men.\(^7\) This learning curve is known as “social learning.”\(^8\) Psychologist Albert Bandura established the “social learning theory” to explain the way in which behaviors are learned by observing, watching, and imitating others.\(^9\) Through this type of learning, “[t]he learner is not a passive recipient of information,” as learners are consciously observing new things every day. Over the years, social media, in all its forms, has become a “social learning tool” that allows people from all over the world to engage, collaborate, connect, and imitate one another’s behaviors.\(^10\) As a result, the gender norms, which show greater preference for watching and supporting men’s sports than women’s, remain prevalent issues today and contribute significantly to the gender pay gap in professional tennis, basketball, and soccer.

**B. Male Domination Within the Industries and Its Impact on the Producer/Consumer Relationship**

Over the last several years, the sports industry has continued to gain popularity, evolving significantly and adapting to advancements in technology, media, and viewership. These advancements permit a deeper look into which sports and sports teams attract the most viewers, and therefore gain the largest profit. It is widely known that the sports industry is a multi-billion-dollar industry.\(^11\) However, when people think of the “sports industry,” it is often male-dominated sports that come to mind. In the last decade, watching men’s sports has become significantly more popular and preferred than watching women’s sports; as of 2020, forty-nine individual sports teams were each valued at a billion dollars or
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more. However, every single one of those sports teams are men’s teams.

Consequently, despite progress towards gender equity, statistics demonstrate that persistent gender norms are ingrained into society and refuse to go away, regardless of women’s constant efforts. To make any true progress toward gender equity within the sports industry, one must pinpoint the nucleus of the problem: the media. Although all three sports have various ways to disperse money to their players, the impact of the media, sponsorship and endorsement opportunities, and audience feedback all play major roles in determining how much money an athlete can make. As the professional sports industry continues to grow, so does its overall importance in the media. The media determines which sports teams and individual athletes secure the most attention. This exposure is ultimately what allows an athlete to hold bargaining power to negotiate deals and earn the most income.

The problem for female athletes arises because both the producer and consumer markets within the sports media industry are heavily male-dominated and continue to promote the outdated gender norms. The 2021 Sports Media Racial and Gender Report Card: Associated Press Sports Editors (APSE), revealed the sports media industry remains heavily male-dominated. The APSE analyzed certain professions within the industry, including, but not limited to, sports editors, reporters, columnists, web specialists, and copy editors. Within each of those professions, the percentage of male employees surpassed 70%, proving once again, men dominate the industry from all perspectives. Flipping the lens from producer to consumer, as of 2023, 4.9 billion of the 8 billion people in the world are actively using different forms of social media. Of all the active media users worldwide, 54% of users are men and 46% are women. Thus, if the producers and consumers within these industries are conditioned to accept the gender norms and prefer watching and supporting men’s sports, then each market will continue to feed off the
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other and never seek to challenge the norms, which is why women continue to face obstacles like the gender pay gap.

As of 2021, a study determined that over 90% of all television coverage and ESPN highlights favored showing and covering men’s sports in 2019.\footnote{Katana Dumont, A Breakdown of the Gender Pay Gap in the WNBA and the NBA, YAHOO! (July 11, 2022), https://www.yahoo.com/video/breakdown-gender-pay-gap-wnba-121314531.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAL73vUY80QFXMkhqFKcikJ0REQWO2gM-xDdbb7fPEOF7VsN340AWLd_4UGYZbpYeYSJuufLg6KZy90whnlgzIV2oLmcCGrf9nU49uT805JKd86VoY2dq6egYjQ2UhRl-HXQPyunUH2gPUIVHQ5b0DH17VVAocQzX08G8hNcH#:~:text=The%20pay%20disparity%20between%20WNBA,the%20average%20WNBA%20player%20makes [https://perma.cc/SJ5K-ANHU].} Furthermore, “other research has found that the media tends to perpetuate gender stereotypes in their coverage of women’s sports.”\footnote{Id.} The result of this is drastic for athletes because television and media exposure has become a crucial point of revenue for them. This “lack of authentic coverage” women receive in the media greatly contributes to the number of sponsorships and endorsement deals they receive, which are considered “primary sources of revenue for most leagues.”\footnote{Id.}

Like any other money-making entity, the media must prioritize the teams, players, and sports the audience prefers most. However, the statistics above show the media holds the power here because if it continually feeds its viewers male-dominated content, viewers will continue to innately prefer male sports, and thus, will drive media outlets to focus their time away from female programs. It then becomes difficult for the media to incorporate female presence into any program without creating an uproar amongst viewers. For example, take the introduction of the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team to the International Federation of Association Football (FIFA). Prior to 2015, the FIFA soccer video games only featured the U.S. Men’s National Soccer Team. However, 2015 was the first-year women became a prime feature of the game, and the audience engagement and feedback on the topic highlighted the challenging gender norms that still hold women back today. Following the release of the EA Sports trailer on YouTube that revealed popular female soccer stars would be incorporated into FIFA 16, YouTube users flooded the comments with discriminatory and sexist remarks about the decision, stating that women should not play sports because they “belong in the kitchen” and making stereotypical jokes about female menstruation, asking if the female avatars’ morale “go
down every month suddenly?" Other comments included mentions of pregnancy, the comparison of the female athlete’s introduction to the game being as out of the ordinary as introducing animals or aliens to the game, and direct statements saying, “[w]e don’t want Women.”

This blatant online abuse of female athletes is still visible today as a World Athletics study revealed that female participants in the 2020 Olympics were subject to an overwhelming amount of online abuse from viewers, “including sexist, racist, homophobic and transphobic posts.” According to the study, which observed the Twitter accounts of 161 Olympic participants during the span of the 2020 Olympic Games, the female athletes were the targets of abuse in 40% more online posts than their male counterparts. The study also revealed 87% of all the hate posts displayed online about the 2020 Olympics targeted women. Of these posts, most comments aligned with stereotypical gender norms and “stemmed from overt sexism; criticizing athletes and berating their skill-set.”

II. UNDERSTANDING EQUAL PAY AND THE LAW

Before analyzing the gender pay gap in professional tennis, basketball, and soccer, it is important to first identify the relevant laws and policies that govern them. The two primary legal remedies that exist for one to sue based on gender discrimination are: (1) The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA) and (2) Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII).

The EPA prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis of sex in terms of wages or benefits between men and women employees who are performing similar jobs that require similar skills or efforts and working under the same working conditions. To establish a *prima facie* case of an equal pay violation under the EPA, an employee “must show
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that an employer pays different wages to employees of opposite sexes ‘for equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.’”

Once the employee demonstrates this, the burden of proof shifts to the employer to show that the difference in pay is justified under one of the EPA’s four exceptions: (1) a seniority system; (2) a merit system; (3) a system that measures earnings by production quantity or quality; or (4) any other differential factor besides sex. One can file suit under the EPA for up to two years following the violation. Further, the statute of limitations may be extended three years if the court deems the employer’s act is willful.

Created a year later, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits any compensation discrimination relating to sex, race, color, religion, or sexual orientation in relation to employment. To establish a prima facie wage discrimination case under Title VII, “an employee must show that she is paid less than a similarly situated male employee who is ‘directly comparable in all material respects.’” Once the employee establishes these elements, the burden shifts to the employer to provide a justifiable and nondiscriminatory explanation for the differences in compensation. Title VII also allows the employer to use the same four exceptions employed by the EPA, as mentioned above, when filing a claim.

The statute of limitations for an employee filing a wage discrimination claim under Title VII is either 180 days or 300 days of the discriminatory practice. During President Obama’s presidency, he signed into law the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act. This Act changed the statute of limitations
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for those wishing to file equal-pay lawsuits, allowing the clock to restart every time an unequal paycheck is issued, rather than leaving it at the original 180 days from the time the first paycheck was issued. This Act was based on the decision in *Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.*, where a female employee sued her former employer because she did not receive the same pay as her male coworkers who worked at the same level that she did. In defense, the employer argued that the employee’s claims were time-barred because she failed to bring the Title VII suit within the necessary 180 days before filing a claim with the EEOC. After a 5-4 decision in the employer’s favor, and strong dissents from female Justices, Congress drafted several bills of the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act and President Obama ultimately signed it into law.

The main distinction between a Title VII claim for pay disparity and an EPA claim is that when filing suit under Title VII, the plaintiff bears the burden of proof, which is not the case when filing suit under the EPA. This means “an employee filing an EPA lawsuit is not required to demonstrate that the employer intended to discriminate.” Thus, liability under the EPA may not always equate to liability under Title VII.

Despite having these two legal remedies available, there is no explicit law or policy requiring that men and women receive the same compensation, even when the women are achieving the same or greater levels of success than the men. So, while women may feel comfort knowing they may file suit, it has not provided any significant remedy to the gender pay gap problem.

III. THE GENDER PAY GAP IN PROFESSIONAL TENNIS, BASKETBALL, AND SOCCER

Professional athletes’ incomes supposedly depend on various factors, including the level of the sport’s popularity, level of athletic performance and achievement, length of an athlete’s career, and much more. However, nearly all of these factors are out of athletes’ control, and instead lie in the hands of the media to help gain name recognition, which
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leads to endorsements, appearance opportunities, sponsorships, and leverage for negotiating contracts.\(^4\) One of the only factors that is in an athlete’s control is the level of athletic performance and achievement, yet that will prove to be an irrelevant component in determining a female athlete’s salary versus a male athlete’s salary.

A. The Tennis Industry

The tennis industry consists of four major governing bodies: (1) The International Tennis Federation (ITF); (2) The United States Tennis Association (USTA); (3) The Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP); and (4) The Women’s Tennis Association (WTA).

The ITF is the governing body of world tennis, wheelchair tennis, and beach tennis.\(^5\) This organization organizes the Grand Slam tennis tournaments for professional players and hosts various annual events, including the annual men’s team competition (the Davis Cup), the women’s team competition (the Billie Jean King Cup), and the wheelchair tennis events at the Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games.\(^6\) In addition, the ITF sanctions the four Grand Slam tennis events, the junior and professional circuit events, and disciplines.\(^7\) The USTA is the national governing body for United States tennis and hosts a number of professional tournaments, including one of the four major grand slams, the U.S. Open.\(^8\) The ATP is the governing body of the men’s professional tennis circuits and includes the ATP Tour, the ATP Challenger Tour, and the ATP Champions Tour.\(^9\) Lastly, the WTA is the governing body of the women’s professional tennis circuit and includes only the WTA Tour.\(^10\)

Despite the four major Grand Slams (U.S. Open, Australian Open, French Open, and Wimbledon) that host athletes of both genders, men and women players spend the rest of the year competing in separate circuits, governed by their respective associations—the ATP and the WTA. Each individual circuit manages and distributes its prizes.
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1. The Tennis Pay Gap

The differences in salary between men and women professional tennis players is significant. Although female tennis players are considered some of the highest-paid female athletes in the world, they still experience a drastic pay gap compared to male tennis players, despite achieving the same levels of success or even outperforming their male counterparts. In addition, although it may appear that the pay gap has diminished in tennis because men and women get awarded the same prize money at each of the four Grand Slam events, that is not the case.

Tennis players earn their money competing in separate circuits (ATP for men and WTA for women) until the four major grand slams, in which both genders compete. Each circuit tournament manages and disperses its own prize money. This means most men and women tennis players’ income comes from the fifteen to twenty-five circuit tournaments they play a year, in addition to the grand slams. This becomes a struggle for female tennis players when the WTA prize money available to them is significantly less than the ATP prize money available to men for the same level of tournaments. For example, in the 2015 Western & Southern Open, the ATP awarded Roger Federer $731,000 for winning the tournament, while the WTA awarded Serena Williams only $495,000 for winning the same tournament. Taking this a step further, as of 2022, men’s total prize money earning on the ATP tour amounted to 75% more than that of their female counterparts on the WTA. This is “the widest the gap has been since 2001.”

Breaking down the prize money earnings even further, in 2022, the female tennis player to earn the second highest amount in prize money, Venus Williams, with just under forty-three million dollars earned, has not earned as much as even the fifth-highest-earning male tennis player, Pete Sampras, with just over forty-three million dollars earned. This is the case even though Venus Williams ended her career with a total of 1,000 combined singles and doubles matches won, while Pete Sampras...
ended his career with a total of only 826 combined singles and doubles matches won in comparison. This issue also dominates the highest earning position for Serena Williams, who earned a career-high of almost ninety-five million dollars in 2022, but did not even come close to Novak Djokovic’s total prize money earning as of 2022, which was more than 159 million dollars. Like Venus Williams and Pete Sampras, this disparity between Serena Williams and Novak Djokovic is even more shocking considering Serena Williams has won a total of thirty-nine grand slam titles in her career (twenty-three singles titles, fourteen women’s doubles titles, and two mixed doubles titles), while Novak Djokovic has only won twenty-one grand slam titles in his career (all men’s singles titles). If an athlete’s income is dependent on the level of performance and achievement, then it would only make sense that tennis players like the Williams sisters, and many more on the WTA Tour, would earn at least a comparable amount to their male counterparts. This is not the case, which leads to a conclusion that other factors are at play. Therefore, historic gender norms that prioritize the support of male athletes over female athletes are still what remains beneath the surface of the sports industry today, despite what may appear otherwise.

A. The Basketball Industry

The National Basketball Association (NBA) was formed in the United States in 1949 when the National Basketball League and the Basketball Association of America merged. Prior to the merger, these two competing organizations were rivals. Over twenty years later, in 1976, the American Basketball Association (ABA) disbanded, and the NBA absorbed four more of its teams, making a total of thirty teams.
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Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) was formed in the United States in 1997.\(^{68}\) Up until 2002, a male counterpart, the NBA, owned each of the WNBA franchises.\(^{69}\) However, the WNBA eventually started to allow franchises to sell to ownership groups in cities where an NBA team was not currently affiliated; therefore, the WNBA became its own association, separate from the NBA.\(^{70}\) The WNBA currently has twelve teams.\(^{71}\)

1. The Basketball Pay Gap

The gender gap in basketball is one of the most substantial in all professional sports. Both men’s and women’s basketball associations each have individual collective bargaining agreements (CBA), which is an agreement between the governing body and its respective players association (National Basketball Players Association for men and Women’s National Basketball Players Association for women).\(^{72}\) The CBA establishes, among other things, minimum and maximum player salaries, bonus opportunities for players, and promotional appearances for players.\(^{73}\) The NBA recently created a new CBA in 2017 and the WNBA also created a new CBA in 2020.\(^{74}\) The minimum annual salary for both the NBA and WNBA are measured in years of service.\(^{75}\)

Beginning with the NBA’s CBA, the minimum salary available for a player with zero years of experience, meaning he has never played in the NBA, is at least $838,464 in his first year playing.\(^{76}\) Alternatively, if the athlete is a returning NBA player, making him a “more experienced player,” he would earn a minimum salary that year of at least $2,564,743.\(^{77}\) Neither of these salaries includes bonuses, sponsorships, or promotional appearances. In drastic contrast, the WNBA’s CBA provides clear evidence of pay disparity between the two organizations. The minimum salary offered to a player in the WNBA with zero years of
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experience is capped at $57,000. In addition, “more experienced players” in the WNBA are offered a minimum salary of only $68,000.

Again, those salaries are just the minimum available to players in the NBA and WNBA. In reality, the average salary for NBA players is over 7.5 million dollars. On the other hand, the average salary for WNBA players is around $75,000. This equates to players in the WNBA making 1% of what their male counterparts make in the NBA. Like in professional tennis, evidence proves that level of performance and achievement has little to no correlation in making these numbers make sense. For example, in a statistical comparison of NBA player Anthony Davis to WNBA player Natasha Howard, the two athletes appear to perform at the same levels in their respective leagues. However, Anthony Davis earns twenty-seven million dollars a year, while Natasha Howard earns $117,000 a year.

The gender pay gap within the NBA and WNBA further provides evidence that performance and achievement are not highly considered factors when paying athletes. Instead, it is a similar trend to what occurs in the tennis industry, where female athletes are performing the same, if not better than, their male counterparts, yet still barely making even half of what the male athletes make in a year.

B. The Soccer Industry

The United States Men’s National Soccer Team (USMNT) represents all men’s international soccer competitions in the United States. The USMNT is a member of the FIFA and the Confederation of North, Central American, and Caribbean Association Football (CONCACAF). In addition, the United States Soccer Federation governs the men’s soccer team. Like the USMNT, United States Women’s National Soccer Team (USWNT) represents all international women’s soccer competitions.
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The United States Soccer Federation also governs the USWNT and the female team competes in the CONCACAF.89

1. The Soccer Pay Gap

Similar to the tennis and basketball industries, the same trend carries over into the world of professional soccer. Despite the USWNT continuously outperforming the men’s team, the USWNT has faced a long battle trying to end the pay gap between them and their male counterpart team. As a team, the USMNT has made a total of eleven appearances in FIFA World Cups. However, the team has never won a World Cup, nor has it ever even advanced to the finals of a World Cup series.90 In stark comparison, the USWNT is one of the most successful teams in all of international women’s soccer.91 The team has won the World Cup four times (in 1991, 1999, 2015, and 2019), half of the eight World Cups since 1991.92 The team still appeared in each World Cup Series, reaching the finals in 2011 and coming in third place in 1995, 2003, and 2007.93

Despite the women’s unarguable success, the players still received significantly less than the men’s team. From 2002 to 2015, the USWNT doubled the UWMNT’s overall win percentage over the span of thirteen years and appeared in half of the World Cup finals, while the men’s team appeared in zero.94 Taking these performance results and final appearances into account and looking at the possible World Cup bonuses available for each team, women still earned significantly less than men. There are four types of World Cup bonuses available for both the USMNT and the USWNT: (1) roster bonuses; (2) third-place finish bonuses; (3) second-place finish bonuses; and (4) the World Cup win bonus.95 The USWNT would make less than the USMNT in every single one of these potential bonuses, with the most drastic gap at the World Cup win bonus (USMNT could earn 9.38 million dollars and USWNT could earn 2.5 million dollars).96
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This drastic pay disparity caused uproar in the soccer industry when the women’s team finally had enough and decided to take a stand. As of recently, the USWNT reached a settlement for $24 million with the U.S. Soccer Federation (USSF) after filing an EEOC complaint and suing for unequal pay compared to the USMNT. In the suit, the USWNT brought forth two claims against the USSF: (1) the USSF violated the EPA and (2) the USSF violated Title VII. The USWNT’s main argument consisted of the fact that if both the men’s and women’s teams played and won the same amount of games, the difference in pay would be significantly different than what it currently is. However, that is not the case, and the USWNT still performs increasingly better than the USMNT, yet the men’s team is the one bringing in more revenue, so naturally they would get the higher salary. At the end of the day, “[t]he issue isn’t the math, it’s the lack of creative solutions being brought forward by the governing body to mark and support the women’s game equal to the men’s.” This is a problem also being experienced in the WNBA.

Following this settlement, the USSF agreed to pay the USMNT and the USWNT an equal amount in bonuses, tournaments, and World Cup appearances. The equal-pay lawsuit between the USWNT and the USSF “has exposed just how out of whack performance and pay have become in American soccer, legally or not.” Once again, demonstrating that level of performance and achievement truly has no relation to the amount of income a team should receive. Instead, this proves that gender norms ingrained in modern society and the media building on those norms are the deciding factors in determining an athlete’s salary.
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IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PAY GAP AND A POTENTIAL SOLUTION

While there are many implications to the gender pay gap, two main issues will likely result if it goes unchanged. First, there could be a potential decrease in the level of female participation in professional sports. If women continue to see such little progress in this realm, they may become discouraged. It takes a great deal of money to travel and train professionally for any sport, and if female athletes are not able to earn enough money to make up for what they are forced to spend, this may sway them from wanting to pursue a professional athletic career—despite level of skill or talent because it may cost them more than they could ever make.

Women in the workforce are already experiencing increasing levels of burnout. In fact, “[w]omen are even more burned out than they were a year ago, and the gap in burnout between women and men has almost doubled. In the past year, 1 in 3 women has considered leaving the workforce or downshifting their careers.”105 This statistic demonstrates the struggles women already face in the workforce and continuing down this path could ultimately result in a lack of female participation in the sports industry altogether. Second, there could be a continued trend of unequal coverage for women’s sports in the media due to unchallenged gender norms. A lack of change will keep media coverage where it is, meaning women continue to have little room for growth in the field and no reasonable opportunity to ever reach the spotlight or reach their occupational potential.

To narrow the gender pay gap within professional sports, the media would need to use its power to achieve gender equality through the practice of gender equity. Gender equity is the process of treating men and women with fairness.106 To successfully achieve this goal, one must consider the “women’s historical and social disadvantages that prevent women and men from otherwise operating on a level playing field” to find the right strategies to use moving forward.107 Recognizing these past hardships can allow society to proceed with the right strategies to correct gender biases and improve economic outcomes for future female generations; this is how gender equity leads to gender equality.108 The
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overall goal of gender equality is to create a society where men and women are afforded like opportunities, responsibilities, and rights.\textsuperscript{109} Combining these two objectives together, “[i]f gender equality is the end, gender equity is the means.”\textsuperscript{110} Applied here, to achieve gender equality in the sports industry, we must first achieve gender equity, meaning women and men professional athletes are provided the same rights and opportunities for media coverage, sponsorships, endorsements, and financial growth.

Luckily, 2022 marked the media’s first major steps in practicing gender equity. In 2022, the first-ever Women’s Sports Network launched and was created to focus solely on female athletes.\textsuperscript{111} One supporter, Angela Ruggerio, Sports Innovation Lab CEO and co-founder, argued this will play a significant role in narrowing the media coverage gap between male and female athletes because “women’s sports typically go under-invested, under-supported, [and] under-viewed” and “[t]he media ecosystem is still fairly male dominated, and women aren’t getting the ratings.”\textsuperscript{112} While it is certainly true that any opportunity for female athletes to gain more media coverage is progress, the separation of women’s sports from men’s sports through varying network channels will not ultimately achieve gender equality within the industry and close the pay gap. Instead, it seems to feed into the issue because it will allow viewers to continue to see the male and female sports industries as two separate entities with no common ground, when in reality, the common ground remains in the simple fact that there are highly talented men and women athletes in every sport, and they must all be recognized as such. As Ruggerio stated, this is a male dominated industry, so to bridge the gender gap, the media must engage in more drastic efforts to break down the gender norms.

While it may seem far-fetched, a media policy could be invoked to provide more equal financial opportunities and overall treatment amongst genders within professional athletics. This policy could entail network stations, social media platforms, and cable television networks all increasing the amount of time lent to women’s sports broadcasts on their channels. Because all these organizations and businesses must maintain their own source of income, and society still gravitates towards men’s sports, this policy would not need to require equal coverage of both male and female sports yet. However, any policy that would require a set increase in the amount of coverage that women’s sports receive could
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open many doors for female athletes with sponsorships, promotional opportunities, and more by providing a sense of security to the female sports industry—a security that the male sports industry already has.

CONCLUSION

While significant progress has been made in narrowing the gender pay gap in professional sports—such as through the USWNT reaching a settlement with the USSF and men and women tennis players being awarded the same prize money at the four grand slam tournaments—the pay gap continues to exist. Inequalities between men and women professional athletes are evident in their respective salaries, promotional opportunities, and media coverage. Although it may seem most logical that sports teams and athletes would get paid in accordance with their level of performance and achievement, that is very clearly not the case. Instead, media coverage rules the sports industry and ultimately becomes the deciding factor for how many professional athletes today earn their outside sources of income. The problem is that the media gains all its input from its viewers, and the majority of those viewers have been subconsciously trained to adhere to the ongoing gender norms without seeking to challenge the norms. Sports fans all over the world cannot conduct a general internet search and get information on both male and female athletes because they would only be presented with articles on male athletes and male sports relating to their search. So, instead, those sports fans must conduct an entirely separate internet search and specify that they are looking for news on female athletes in the sport. The media then remains a social learning tool that continues to engrain those outdated values into society, making it a never-ending cycle. To spark any change here and help inspire women to join the sports industry rather than discourage them, the media needs to use its unique power to help break down, little by little, the innate gender norms that are buried within today’s society.